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Abstract Equipping mesh nodes with multiple radios that
support multiple wireless channels is considered a promising
solution to overcome the capacity limitation of single-radio
wireless mesh networks. However, careful and intelligent
radio resource management is needed to take full advantage
of the extra radios on themesh nodes. Flow-radio assignment
and channel assignment procedures should obey the physical
constraints imposed by the radios as well as the topological
constraints imposed by routing. Varying numbers of wireless
channels are available for the channel assignment procedure
for different wireless communication standards. To further
complicate the problem, the wireless communication stan-
dard implemented by the radios of the wireless mesh network
may define overlapping as well as orthogonal channels, as in
the case of the IEEE 802.11b/g family of standards. This
paper presentsDistributed Flow-Radio Channel Assignment,
a distributed joint flow-radio and channel assignment scheme
and the accompanying distributed protocol in the context of
multi-channel multi-radio wireless mesh networks. The
scheme’s performance is evaluated on small networks for
which the optimal flow-radio and channel configuration can
be computed, as well as on large random topologies.
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1 Introduction
Wireless mesh networks (WMNs) have attracted the attentions
of the research community and the industry due to the increased
coverage, self-configuration and self-healing possibilities they
offer at reduced deployment, hardware and software costs
compared toconventional star topology-basedaccessnetworks.
Today, manyWMN deployments and testbeds exist at various
scales and with various hardware and software configurations.
Through theoretical and practical methods, researchers have
quickly realized that WMNs with single-radio nodes have
severely limited capacities due to the interference intensified by
the multi-hop nature of these networks [5, 9, 11]. Multi-hop
flows cause intra- and inter-flow interference in a WMN, and
there is also interference from foreign wireless networks op-
erating in close proximity of a WMN.
A widely accepted approach to mitigate intra- and inter-
flow interference is to equip the mesh nodes with multiple
radios that support multiple frequencies (channels) so the
radios can be tuned to different channels. However, for two
radios to communicate reliably with each other, they must
be tuned to the same channel.
As discussed in Sect. 2, most studies in the literature
restrict themselves to orthogonal channels. However, as
previous research [6, 13–15] has shown, using partially
overlapping as well as orthogonal channels for channel
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assignment better utilizes the spectrum and can increase the
overall capacity and aggregate throughput in the WMN.
Another important factor that affects the performance of
channel assignment is the flow-radio assignment. Flow-
radio assignment is the scheduling of available radio re-
sources on each of the multi-radio mesh nodes to appli-
cation-level flows. It determines the radio of a multi-radio
node on which the incoming packets of a specific flow will
be received, and the radio on which the outgoing packets of
the same flow will be transmitted (if the node under con-
sideration is not the sink for the flow). Channel assignment,
which is the assignment of available wireless channels to
the radios of a multi-radio node, is performed after the
flow-radio assignment. And for flow-radio assignment to be
performed by a node, the node has to know (either a priori
or by observation), the application-level flows passing
through it. As explained in Sect. 3, we assume end-to-end
paths in the mesh network are known a priori.
In this study, we aim to minimize the intra-flow and inter-
flow interference in the wireless mesh network. Intra-flow
interference is the interference between the consecutive hops
of a single (end-to-end) flow in amulti-hopwireless network.
Inter-flow interference is the interference between recep-
tions and transmissions belonging to different flows. By
decoupling the flow-radio assignment from channel assign-
ment, we balance the traffic load on the radios. And subse-
quently during channel assignment, we can distribute the
amount of total traffic on different channels evenly and keep
heavily loaded channels as spectrally as well as spatially far
from each other as possible. In order to reach these goals,
while performing the flow-radio assignment and subse-
quently during channel assignment, we take the flow mag-
nitudes into account. This makes DFRCA traffic load-aware.
As a consequence of the constraint that two radios must be
tuned to the same channel for them to communicate with each
other, flow-radio assignment, which determines the radio a
flow to a neighboring node will use, has a direct impact on the
performance achievable by the channel assignment. In the
worst-case scenario, the channel assignment procedure may
be obliged by the flow-radio assignment to use only one
channel, making it ineffective. This scenario occurs when all
the WMN’s active (traffic-carrying, utilized) radios are con-
nected in a single subgraph (as explained later in Sect. 4.2).
Despite the prominent impact of the flow-radio assignment
on the performance of the channel assignment, few studies [6,
19] in the literature have attempted to jointly address these two
problems; to the best of our knowledge, our distributed joint
flow-radio and channel assignment (DFRCA) scheme dis-
cussed here is the first to do so in a distributed fashion. The
main contributions of our study are as follows:
• To the best of authors’ knowledge, the joint handling of
the flow-radio assignment and channel assignment
problems within the framework of a distributed proto-
col is the first in the literature.
• Unlike most existing studies, we consider overlapping
as well as orthogonal channels for channel assignment.
• We observe and take into account the WMN’s traffic
patterns, making the proposed scheme traffic-aware.
• The distributed scheme we propose is highly config-
urable and adaptable to different WMN topologies, to
different wireless medium characteristics and to differ-
ent wireless communication standards.
• We propose novel realistic metrics for assessing the
interference and residual capacities of the receivers.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2
summarizes the existing literature addressing the channel
assignment problem. Section 3 gives a formal definition of
the channel assignment problem in the context of multi-
radio WMNs. Section 4 discusses our proposed solution for
the joint flow-radio and channel assignment problem.
Section 5 introduces the metrics used for performance
evaluation and gives the simulation results obtained for the
proposed distributed scheme as well as for random and
single-channel configurations. Section 6 concludes the
paper.
2 Related work
The channel assignment problem in the context of multi-
radio multi-channel WMNs has been extensively studied in
the literature; however, most of the existing works consider
only orthogonal wireless channels due to the complexity of
the channel assignment problem. A proof of the NP-hard-
ness of this problem by reducing the multiple subset sum
problem to it can be found in [22].
In [13–15], Mishra et al. introduce the concept of the
I-factor to analytically model the extent of overlap between
two wireless channels. In [15], the authors extend the lin-
ear programming (LP)-based formulation of [4], which
performs joint channel assignment and routing in multi-
radio WMNs, to use partially overlapped channels as well
as non-overlapping (orthogonal) channels.
In [21], Raniwala et al. propose a multi-channel WMN
architecture (called Hyacinth) based on nodes equipped
with multiple 802.11 radios and the associated distributed
channel assignment and routing algorithms. Hyacinth’s
802.11 interfaces operate on non-overlapping channels and
the distributed channel assignment algorithm assumes that
the connectivity graph of the multi-radio nodes is a tree.
In [20], Ramachandran et al. propose a centralized al-
gorithm (called BFS-CA) for channel assignment in multi-
radio WMNs to minimize interference from co-located
wireless networks. They define an interfering radio with
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respect to a multi-radio node of the WMN as a simulta-
neously operating radio visible to the WMN node but ex-
ternal to the WMN, and estimate interference on a specific
channel with the number of interfering radios on that
channel.
In [25], Skalli et al. propose an interference-minimizing
centralized channel assignment scheme (called MesTiC)
that considers traffic patterns of the mesh network and
connectivity issues. Like [20], MesTiC relies on using a
default channel for topological connectivity and network
management purposes. Like [21], MesTiC assumes that
WMN traffic is directed towards a gateway node that
provides access to the wired network.
Another centralized algorithm specific to the infras-
tructure multi-radio WMNs, where the outgoing traffic is
directed to a gateway node, is POCAM [32] (Partially
Overlapped Channel Assignment for MRMC-WMN).
POCAM is a backtracking search algorithm for channel
assignment and does not address the flow-radio coupling
problem. POCAM assumes a tree routing topology rooted
at the gateway node.
In [8], Hoque et al. propose a new interference model
derived in a broad sense from the I-factor [15] model of
Mishra et al., and propose the concept of the I-Matrix.
I-Matrix is a table maintained separately for each multi-
radio node of the WMN. Each row of the I-Matrix holds the
interference effects (costs) from all other channels for a
specific channel. Using the I-Matrix tables, a centralized
load-aware channel assignment algorithm which iteratively
assigns channels to the links is proposed. The proposed
algorithm makes use of the partially overlapped channels.
As a channel is assigned to a link, the I-Matrices of all of
the multi-radio nodes are updated. The flow-radio coupling
problem is not addressed.
Both [6] and [19] propose mixed integer linear pro-
grams (MILP) for the joint channel and flow-radio as-
signment problem, and use partially overlapping and
orthogonal channels. In [6], the proposed formulation in-
corporates network traffic information and is load aware,
with the objective to maximize aggregate end-to-end
throughput while minimizing queueing delays. With its
problem domain specification the joint channel and flow-
radio assignment problem, and with its load aware for-
mulation, [6] is the closest effort to our study; however, as
indicated, it is a MILP formulation, while we propose a set
of distributed tunable algorithms for the same domain.
In [26], Subramanian et al. develop semi-definite pro-
gramming (SDP) and integer linear programming (ILP)
models to obtain bounds on the optimal solution of the
channel assignment problem using orthogonal channels,
and they generalize their ILP model for overlapping
channels. They propose a Tabu search-based centralized
algorithm and another centralized algorithm based on a
greedy heuristic for the Max K-cut problem. Without
considering the flow-radio assignment problem or the
network traffic patterns, they derive a greedy distributed
algorithm from the centralized Max K-cut based one.
In [7, 12, 33], distributed schemes for jointly addressing
channel assignment and routing in multi-radio wireless
networks are proposed. The distributed scheme proposed
in [24] considers only the channel assignment problem.
Common to [7, 12, 24, 33] is that they only use orthogonal
channels for channel assignment and do not consider the
flow-radio assignment problem.
Also in [34], a joint MRMC assignment, macro and
micro-time scheduling and routing scheme, called M4, is
proposed. Similar to [33], M4 uses only non-overlapping
channels and does not address the flow-radio assignment
problem, whereas DFRCA makes use of all available
channels (both overlapping and non-overlapping) and ad-
dresses the flow-radio assignment problem.
In [17], a cluster-based topology control and channel
assignment algorithm (CoMTaC), which is based on the
usage of default radio interfaces operating on default
channels, is proposed. Each cluster selects its default
channel by passively monitoring the traffic load on each
channel as in [20]. A multi-radio node bordering multiple
clusters has its second interface tuned to the default
channel of the highest priority neighbor cluster. For se-
lecting the channels of the non-default radio interfaces,
each node estimates the interference on each channel using
the average link layer queue length as an interference
metric. CoMTaC does not address the flow-radio assign-
ment problem.
Ko et al. in [10] propose a distributed channel assign-
ment algorithm and the accompanying distributed protocol
for multi-radio 802.11 mesh networks. They employ a
greedy heuristic for channel selection that uses only local
information and do not consider flow-radio assignment or
routing. They do not use network traffic information and
perform channel assignment using only physical topology
information. Similar to the I-factor concept used in the
current paper, they model interference between wireless
channels using a linear cost function f ða; bÞ (a and b being
the wireless channels) and use overlapping channels.
In [18], Rad et al. propose an optimization model
(JOCAC) that is solved by exhaustive search for joint
channel assignment and congestion control of TCP traffic
in an infrastructure multi-radio WMN. The solution to the
model is searched exhaustively either in a centralized
manner on a gateway node to yield an optimal solution, or
in a distributed manner on each multi-radio node to yield a
partially optimal solution. JOCAC assumes a tree routing
topology like [21] and does not address the flow-radio
assignment problem in a setting where the traffic does not
concentrate on gateway nodes.
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3 Problem definition
In a multi-hop multi-radio WMN, each node has D half-du-
plex radios (D is 2 in most of the scenarios). Out ofM chan-
nels available (e.g.M ¼ 11 for 802.11b/g in the FCCdomain),
which channels should be assigned to these radios, consider-
ing also the assignment (coupling) of flows to radios? We
propose a distributed algorithm to decide on flow-radio cou-
pling and to compute the channels to be assigned to radios.We
assume that each transmitter uses a given fixed power while
transmitting a radio signal and that the wireless medium has
only slow-fading characteristics. We also assume traffic
sources and destinations are identified a priori in the network,
togetherwith the rate of the trafficflowing among them,which
can be achieved by traffic monitoring. We assume fixed rate
traffic (CBR traffic) and we assume that node positions are
fixed and known. Additionally, we assume routing is given a
priori, i.e., the end-to-end paths are already known.
Because spatial distances between multi-channel multi-
radio (MC-MR [30]) nodes are given a priori and trans-
mission powers are fixed, the problem of minimizing in-
terference is resolved into a joint flow-radio coupling and
channel separation optimization problem. For a given node,
the channel assignment problem might be resolved as a
function of the co-channel and adjacent channel interfer-
ence, which in turn is modeled using the ideas given in [15]
and [29], and as a function of the known traffic patterns.
3.1 Formal notation
3.1.1 Node definition
A node has D radio interfaces and is denoted by ni (or just
by i where appropriate), where i 2 ½1; Nj j: N denotes the
set of multi-radio nodes in the WMN. The kth radio of ni is
denoted by ði; kÞ. The position of ni;Pi is given as a point
in the chosen coordinate system. The transmission range of
a node is dT and its interference range is dI , where dI  dT .
3.1.2 Flow definition
Weassume there are amultitudeofmulti-hopapplication-level
flows (e.g., TCP/UDPflows) between various pairs of nodes in
the mesh network. We call the node from which a multi-hop
flow originates as the traffic source for that specific flow, and
the node to which the multi-hop flow is addressed as the traffic
destination.Multiple application flowsmay intersect at amesh
node, which implies that a mesh router may be responsible for
routing packets belonging to multiple application flows.
Because routing (the paths end-to-end flows will follow) is
assumed to be given, and end-to-end traffic patterns between
node pairs are known a priori (which can also be measured by
traffic monitoring), we decompose end-to-end flows into one-
hopunidirectional flowsusing the available routing information.
Our flow definition is based on these one-hop flows. If multiple
end-to-end flows pass through the adjacent nodes i and j in the
same direction (e.g. from i to j), then the magnitude of the one-
hop unidirectional flow from i to j used in our flowmodel is the
sum of the magnitudes of all of those end-to-end flows. Hence,
we consider aggregate flows between two adjacent nodes.
Throughout thediscussionbelow,F denotes the set of theseone-
hopunidirectional (aggregate) flowsbetweenneighbor nodes.A
flow between nodes i and j (where the definition of a flow
imposes that i and j are one-hop neighbors) is denoted by fi;j;k;l;x
or fi;j. In the former notation, k is the identification of the radio
interface of node i on which the flow is coupled. Similarly, this
flow is coupled on the lth radio interface of node j:x denotes that
the kth radio of i and the lth radio of j are operating on channel x.
This notation is employed in contexts where the channel of the
wireless linkcarrying theflow is relevant.The latternotation just
denotes the fact that the flow is between nodes i and j, and the





denotes the magnitude of the flow from i to j.
3.1.3 Physical layer parameters
The number of available wireless channels is M, for which
a typical value for IEEE 802.11b/g is 11 in the Federal
Communications Commission (FCC) domain. The channel
separation between two consecutive orthogonal channels is
OD, which is five for 802.11b/g.
Table 1 provides a quick reference for the various
symbols used throughout the paper.
3.2 Relation between flow-radio assignment
and channel assignment
As explained in Sect. 3.1, DFRCA first derives one-hop
aggregated flows from the application-level flows ob-
served in the network. Hence when we refer, in the
context of DFRCA’s procedures, to a flow between two
mesh nodes, a one-hop aggregated flow between two
neighbor nodes is implied. This aggregated flow possibly
carries packets from multiple application-level multi-hop
flows. As discussed in detail in Sect. 4.1, before assigning
channels to radios, DFRCA first intelligently schedules
radios to each of these flows. And while scheduling radios
to flows, one of the objectives that DFRCA keeps is to
maximize the expected number of disjoint subgraphs,
which can later be assigned to different (possibly ortho-
gonal) channels [see Sects. 4.2, 4.3 for the details on
these subgraphs]. DFRCA requires proper shielding
among the radio interfaces of a mesh node that will
prevent crosstalk among them.
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As detailed in Sect. 2, in the context of multi-radio
channel assignment the radio scheduling problem, the as-
signment of radios to flows, is overlooked in the literature
despite its prominent impact on the performance of channel
scheduling. Andmany existing works [10, 13–15, 17, 18, 20,
24, 34] either assume uniform traffic between each pair of
neighboring mesh nodes or do not consider the traffic pat-
terns at all. However, as discussed in Sect. 4.2, a channel
assignment scheme can better allocate the available spec-
trum among the radios by carefully obtaining balanced dis-
joint subgraphs, a goal DFRCA achieves during the flow-
radio assignment phase [see Sect. 4.1]. DFRCA tries to ob-
tain disjoint subgraphs carrying an equal amount of traffic
with the aim of minimizing the maximum total intra-sub-
graph interference. This makes DFRCA traffic-aware.
Careful flow-radio assignment also helps to eliminate
unnecessary links between mesh routers, further reducing
interference. Considering the established routes and the
traffic patterns in the mesh network, DFRCA does not al-
locate superfluous radio resources to establish a wireless
link between two mesh routers between which no traffic
exists. This gives the subsequent channel assignment phase
a smaller problem instance, i.e., smaller number of radios
to allocate channels for.
In previous studies, the channel assignment problem was
addressed in various levels of granularity: flow, link and
segment. In flow-based schemes [31, 35], channel assignment
is performed at the granularity of an end-to-end multi-hop
flow, meaning that all packets belonging to the same multi-
hop flow are scheduled on the same channel, whereas in link-
based schemes [16, 26, 27], the level of granularity is a link
between two radios and packets of a multi-hop flow can po-
tentially traverse a multitude of different wireless channels.
Another class of channel assignment schemes has re-
cently been proposed mostly in the context of cognitive
radio networks (CRNs), where channel assignment is per-
formed at the granularity of segments. These segment-
based approaches [36–38] partition an end-to-end flow into
multiple segments opportunistically according to the
availability of fallow spectrum in different regions of the
network. Because DFRCA tries to identify disjoint sub-
graphs and assigns channels to them, its operation is similar
to these segment-based approaches. However unlike pre-
vious work, by aggregating multi-hop flows into one-hop
flows and intelligently scheduling radios to these one-hop
flows through flow-radio assignment, DFRCA controls in a
distributed fashion the subgraphs formed prior to channel
assignment. Unlike the case in CRNs, DFRCA has control
on the segmentation of the network.
4 A distributed scheme for joint flow-radio
and channel assignment
Our distributed joint flow-radio and channel assignment
scheme consists of four phases, and each multi-radio node
executes each phase in parallel. During the phases, a node
shares information with its k-neighborhood, k being a pa-
rameter of our distributed scheme. k is chosen in relation to
the interference range, dI . A typical value for k is 2, which
implies that a node initially exchanges messages only in its
2-neighborhood. Only at the final phase, where final
channel selections are announced in the WMN, might a
node have to exchange messages outside its k-neighbor-
hood to assure that radio links are actually established. The
scheme consists of the following four phases:
1. Flow-Radio Assignment Phase
2. Transmitter Announcement (TA) Phase
3. Channel Selector Election (SE) Phase
4. Conflict Elimination (CE) Phase
4.1 Flow-radio assignment phase
A single node is free to assign each aggregated single-hop
flow entering or exiting itself to one of its radios inde-
pendently without having to consider other nodes. The
heuristic used for flow-radio assignment evenly distributes
the total traffic (inbound and outbound) among the radios,
so that the flows will have a greater chance of being as-
signed to different channels, reducing co-channel interfer-
ence. This method also promotes the higher utilization of
the available radio resources of a node and increases
available capacity in the WMN. Algorithm 1 outlines the
heuristic used to address the flow-radio assignment
subproblem.
Table 1 Definitions of symbols and abbreviations
Symbol Meaning
N Multi-radio node set
F One-hop flow set
ni or i Node i
Pi Coordinates of ni
a Path loss exponent
dT Transmission range
dI Interference range
D Radio interface count in a node
ði; kÞ kth radio interface of ni
qmax Maximum data rate of a radio
fi;j;k;l;x Flow from ði; kÞ to ðj; lÞ on channel x
Nd Avg. node degree for a random topology
dD Delegation range
M Number of available wireless channels
OD Orthogonal channel separation
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In Algorithm 1, src[f ] and dst[f ] denote the source and
the destination nodes of the flow f , respectively. Algo-
rithm 1 tends to leave flows with relatively large band-
width demands on their own radios and in this way, gives
the channel assignment procedure a chance to decouple
relatively high traffic flows, reducing interference. It also
assigns flows between the same pair of nodes to the same
radios on these nodes (see Line 17), as long as the capacity
constraints of the radios are not violated. A flow from
node i to j and another flow from j to i are coupled on the
same radios of i and j. Hence, it concentrates all flows
between two neighboring nodes on the same radios.
Algorithm 1 treats (aggregated) flows as atoms, mean-
ing that it does not divide a flow among multiple radios in a
node. This approach ensures that all packets belonging to
the same single-hop flow are transmitted and received by
the same radios respectively at the sending and receiving
nodes. This is also true for a multi-hop flow, which is
decomposed into single-hop flows by the single-path
routing protocol. Hence, Algorithm 1 ensures that all
packets of a multi-hop flow experience similar channel
conditions in exactly the same order, although they may be
transmitted on different wireless channels and at varying
levels of interference. This method mitigates packet re-
ordering problems that adversely affect the performance of
reliable transport protocols or real-time applications.
Because Algorithm 1 is a heuristic that schedules all
packets of an outgoing (or incoming) flow on the same
transmitter (or receiver), it may fail to find a feasible
schedule. Algorithm A.1 (see FLOWBALANCER in
Online Resource 1) tries to balance a node’s overflown and
underflown radios if capacity constraints are violated. Al-
gorithm A.1 achieves this goal by exchanging flows on an
overflown radio with flows on an underflown radio without
violating radio capacity constraints and it never splits the
incoming/outgoing packets of a flow among multiple ra-
dios of a node as this would greatly increase packet re-
ordering problems in the flow. All of the incoming packets
of a flow are received on the same radio on a node, and all
of the outgoing packets of a flow are transmitted by a
potentially different radio of that node. Splitting the in-
coming/outgoing packets of a flow among different chan-
nels on a multi-radio node causes packet reordering
problems due to the different channel conditions experi-
enced by consecutive packets. Please refer to Online Re-
source 1 for supplementary Algorithms A.1–A.1.4.
4.2 Transmitter announcement phase
The TA-Phase collects information about all flow-radio
assignments in a k-hop neighborhood. Because flow-radio
assignment information is disseminated in the k-neigh-
borhood of each node during this phase, at the end of it,
each node has an estimate on the number of (single-hop)
flows that can be decoupled from each other considering
only its k-neighborhood.
In this context, decoupling flows means putting each
flow in a k-neighborhood on a different channel, which
mitigates inter-flow interference and, in the context of
multi-hop flows, intra-flow interference. Of course,
Algorithm 1 Concentrating Flow-Radio Assignment on ni
Input: F
Output: C : F → R, flow-radio assignment information for ni
1: procedure CFLAssign(F )
2: Sk ← 0, ∀k ∈ [1, D] k is the total traffic coupled on radio (i, k)
3: T ← Sorted array of inbound and outbound flows f , in non-increasing order using their
bandwidth demands as keys
4: cm ← False, ∀m ∈ [1,length[T ]] m is true if and only if the flow fm has been assigned to
some radio on node i
5: for m = 1 to length[T ] do
6: if cm = True then
7: continue
8: end if
9: Select k such that Sk is minimum in S
10: C[fm]← k Couple fm with (i, k)
11: cm ← True
12: Sk ← Sk+ key[Tm]
13: for n = m + 1 to length[T ] do
14: if Sk + key[Tn] > ρmax then
15: continue
16: end if
17: if (src[fm] = i ∧ dst[fm] = src[fn]) ∨ (dst[fm] = i ∧ src[fm] = dst[fn]) then
18: C[fn] ← k Assign fn to (i, k)
19: cn ← True
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decoupling may not be feasible if there are not enough
wireless channels and/or radios in a k-neighborhood. The
channel configuration performed by such a k-neighborhood
local algorithm may also fall far from a global optimum
solution if the WMN’s neighboring nodes do not perceive
similar k-neighborhoods. However, for routing topologies
where k-hop neighbors share similar k-neighborhoods, the
TA-Phase, given in Algorithm 2, achieves intelligent
channel assignment by correctly estimating the number of
flows to be decoupled in the k-neighborhood.
A node starts the TA-Phase by exchanging flow-radio
assignment information in its k-neighborhood. For this
purpose, it broadcasts (on a common channel) a TA
(Transmitter Announcement) message containing C, the
flow-radio coupling information of itself, with a TTL set to
k (see Algorithm 2). A node that receives an announcer
node’s TA message for the first time, decrements the TTL
and broadcasts the message, unless the message’s TTL is
zero. As the node receives TA messages from its k-hop
neighbors, it constructs its k-hop neighborhood set, Hk, and
buffers the k-neighborhood flow-radio assignment infor-
mation in ðNk;FkÞ.
After the TA messages have been exchanged, the node
proceeds to calculate the set of disjoint k-neighborhood
subgraphs, W, using Algorithm A.2 (see FINDSUBGRAPHS in
Online Resource 1). The term subgraph defines a set of
radios (vertices) connected with incident flows (edges).
Two disjoint subgraphs in a node’s k-neighborhood share
no common radios [see Fig. 1(a)]. Hence, if there are
enough physical channels, each subgraph may operate on a
distinct channel. Outside the node’s k-neighborhood these
two subgraphs may be connected, in which case they will
have to operate on the same channel [see Fig. 1(b)].
Algorithm A.2 operates by aggregating radios which are
connected by flows into distinct subgraphs. If two radios
are connected via a path of flows, then they are put into the
same subgraph. And if two radios are not connected via a
path of flows in the k-neighborhood, then they belong to
different subgraphs. Algorithm A.2 leaves the flows whose
transmitters are not in ni’s k-neighborhood out of W. This
procedure is motivated by the effort to reuse channels
outside the k-neighborhood of a node under consideration.
After computing W, the node constructs the conflict
graph of W;GcðW;EÞ, using Algorithm A.3 (see FINDCON-
FLICTGRAPH in Online Resource 1). An edge ðw1;w2Þ is
added to GcðW;EÞ whenever a transmitter radio in w1 in-
terferes with a receiver radio in w2 (see Fig. 2). Algo-
rithm A.3 constructs GcðW;EÞ by checking every flow in
w2 against every flow in w1 and adding the edge ðw1;w2Þ to
GcðW;EÞ if the receiver of at least one flow in w2 is in the
interference range of at least one transmitter in w1.
After computing GcðW;EÞ, the node then calls a greedy
vertex colouring heuristic to find the set of colour classes,
Wc, of GcðW;EÞ:jWcj, which approximates the chromatic
number of Gc; ðvðGcÞÞ, is an upper bound on the minimum
number of channels needed for all the subgraphs in W to
decouple. Considering vðGcÞ instead of vðWÞ promotes the
spatial reuse of the channels inside the k-neighborhood.
By the end of the TA-Phase, the set of one-hop neigh-
bors, H1, and the set of k-hop neighbors, Hk, are available
for the remaining phases of the distributed scheme.
(a) (b)
Fig. 1 k-neighborhood
subgraphs, W ¼ w1;w2;w3f g,
of ni. a ni perceives that it may
be possible to operate w1;w2
and w3 on distinct (possibly
non-overlapping) channels. b
However, two or more
subgraphs may in reality be




Fig. 2 k-neighborhood subgraphs of ni. a W of a linear topology,
where dI ¼ dT . b GcðW;EÞ for Fig. 2(b). ði; kÞ ¼) ðj; lÞ denotes that
transmitter ði; kÞ interferes with receiver ðj; lÞ
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4.3 Channel selector election phase
In this phase, a node determines the subgraphs of its k-
neighborhood (a subset of W) for which it will select chan-
nels, and becomes themanager of those subgraphs. The node
also estimates themanagers of the remaining subgraphs inW.
Such nodes are called remote managers with respect to the
node under discussion. Having estimated the number of
distinct channels needed in its k-neighborhood, the node then
proceeds to determine those channels.
The SE-Phase begins by sending and receiving broad-
cast SE (Selector Election) messages in the k-neighbor-
hood. Each node tells its k-hop neighbors the subgraph
count in its k-neighborhood, jWj, and its set of colour
classes, Wc. The node builds two tables using the SE
messages it receives. The first table, MjWj, holds the sub-
graph counts of the nodes in the k-neighborhood, and the
second table, MWc , holds their sets of colour classes. After
these two tables are built, the node iterates over all the
radios in each of its colour classes to determine the man-
ager that will select a channel for each radio, using Algo-
rithm A.4 (see Online Resource 1).
In Algorithm A.4, the node that contains the radio in one
of its colour classes and has the highest subgraph count
(highest jWj) is selected as the manager. Nodes with higher
subgraph counts are given priority for selecting channels
because they can decouple more subgraphs. Of the nodes
with equal subgraph counts, outside the delegation range
(explained later in this section) spatially closer nodes are
preferred. Inside the delegation range nodes with smaller ids
are preferred. Because radios in a subgraph must operate on
the same channel, once the manager of a radio is determined,
all other radios in the same subgraph are assigned the same
manager. As the node determines the managers of the radios
in its k-neighborhood, it builds a set of remotely managed
colour classes, SR, and a set of the colour classes it manages,
Si. It notes the selected manager of each colour class in the
table MI .
As will be explained later in this section, a manager
uses its colour classes to select channels for the radios it
manages. For channels selected by different managers of
the same k-neighborhood to be as spectrally far as pos-
sible from each other, a mechanism for coordinating the
colour classes of these spatially close managers is needed.
For this purpose, we define the delegation range, dD. In-
side a circular region of radius dD in a node’s k-neigh-
borhood, the colour classes, hence the channel selections,
of managers are coordinated. This coordination ceases
outside dD. Increasing dD decreases the parallelism
achieved by the distributed channel assignment procedure.
However, especially for long chain topologies, increasing
dD also substantially decreases the intra-flow interference
in the network (the effects of dD on such interference are
explored in Sect. 5).
In Fig. 3, we give an example for the coordination need
that may arise between managers. The node m announces
to m0 its set of colour classes, Wc ¼ fwc1;wc2g:m0 deter-
mines its own colour classes, W0c ¼ fw
0
c1g, which implies
that it is responsible for selecting a channel for the radios in
w0c1. However, m
0 realizes that w0c1 \ wc1 6¼ £, and dele-
gates the management of the radios in w0c1 n wc1 to manager
m because m is inside the delegation range. Algorithm A.5,
which outlines these steps, stores the delegation mappings
in MD to be used during the CE-Phase.
Algorithm 2 Transmitter Announcement Phase on ni
Input: C : F → R, flow-radio coupling information for ni
Output: (Nk, Fk)
Output: Ψ, set of subgraphs in the k-neighborhood of ni
Output: Ψc, colour classes of Gc(Ψ, E)
1: procedure PhaseTA(C : F → R)
2: H1 ← {j : d(Pi, Pj) ≤ dT } 1 is the set of one-hop neighbors of ni discovered via
broadcasts
3: Hk ← ∅ k is the set of ids of the nodes in the k-neighborhood of ni not in H1
4: TAi ← (C, ttl = k) TA message of ni
5: Broadcast TAi
6: for all Unique TAj received do
7: Hk ← Hk ∪ j
8: (Nk, Fk) ← (Nk, Fk) ∪ TAj .C
9: TAj .ttl ← TAj .ttl − 1




14: Ψ ← FindSubgraphs((Nk , Fk))
15: Gc(Ψ, E) ← FindConflictGraph(Ψ)
16: Ψc ← Vertex colouring classes of Gc(Ψ, E)
17: end procedure
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By the end of the SE-Phase, in Si and SR the node contains
an estimation of its k-neighborhood channel selectors (which
k-hop neighbors will select channels for which sets of radios).
The node can now intelligently assign channels to the sub-
graphs it is responsible for ðSiÞ by efficiently using the channel
space available in its k-neighborhood. The channel allotment
heuristic is given in Algorithm 4, which starts by building the
weighted conflict graph, GcðSA;EÞ, of SA ¼ SR [ Si.
GcðSA;EÞ is later used in the SE-Phase for intelligently
mapping selected channels to the colour classes of the k-
neighborhood. The computation ofGcðSA;EÞ is similar to that
of GcðW;EÞ and is given in Algorithm A.6 (see Online Re-
source 1). The weight of the undirected edge ðwc1;wc2Þ inGc
estimates the total physical interference between the colour
classes wc1 and wc2 assuming both colour classes operate on
the same wireless channel and is calculated as follows:
Fig. 3 Coordination need for colour classes of k-neighbor manager
nodes from the point of view of m0
Algorithm 3 Channel Selector Election Phase on ni
Input: H1, set of one-hop neighbors of ni
Input: Hk, set of k-hop neighbors of ni not in H1
Input: Ψ, set of k-neighborhood subgraphs
Input: Ψc, colour classes of Ψ
Output: Si, set of sets of radios on Ψ whose channels are to be selected by ni
1: for all j ∈ (H1 ∪ Hk) do
2: SEi ← (|Ψ|, Ψc) SE message of ni
3: Send SEi to nj
4: end for
5: Si ← ∅ set of colour classes of locally managed radios
6: SR ← ∅ set of colour classes of remotely managed radios
7: T ← ∅ set of remotely managed radios
8: M|Ψ|[i] ← |Ψ| node id, |Ψ| mappings
9: MΨc [i] ← Ψc node id, Ψc mappings
10: for all SEj received do
11: M|Ψ|[j] ← SEj.Ψ
12: MΨc [j] ← SEj .Ψc
13: end for
14: for all ψ ∈ Ψc do
15: for all (i, k) ∈ ψ do
16: if (i, k) ∈ T then
17: continue
18: end if
19: m ← SelectorId((i, k),M|Ψ|,MΨc )
20: ψr ← {(i , k ) : ∃ ψr ∈ MΨc [m], (i, k) ∈ ψr ∧ (i , k ) ∈ ψr}
21: if ψr /∈ (SR ∪ Si) then
22: MI [ψr ] ← m
23: if m = i then Then a remote node manages the radio
24: SR ← SR ∪ {ψr}
25: MC [m] ← MC [m] + 1
26: else
27: Si ← Si ∪ {ψr}
28: end if
29: end if
30: if m = i then
31: T ← T ∪ {(i , k ) : ∃ ψ ∈ Ψ, (i, k) ∈ ψ ∧ (i , k ) ∈ ψ } add all radios on the subgraph




35: PrepareDlgMap(Ψ, Si, T )
36: DoChAllotment(Si, SR, MI , MC)




fi;j;k;l : ði; kÞ 2 wc









where Wðwc2;wc1Þ is an estimation of the total physical
interference caused by all transmitters in wc1 on each re-
ceiver of wc2. The edge weights of Gc are stored in the
dictionary WE by Algorithm A.6.
Algorithm 4 then prepares a list of channels, L, to be
used in the k-neighborhood by calling Algorithm A.7 (see
Online Resource 1). To minimize interference between
subgraphs (grouped as colour classes) in the k-neighbor-
hood, Algorithm A.7 fills L with jSAj channels as spectrally
far as possible from each other. After L is filled, Algo-
rithm A.8 (see Online Resource 1) is called to prepare a
dictionary of channel lists, ML, which maps manager ids in
the k-neighborhood to the estimated channel selection lists.
The list of channels to be used for colouring Si is then
given by ML[i]. To determine the jSij channels to be used
out of L, Algorithm A.8 employs the heuristic given in
Algorithm A.9, whose main motivation is to select jSij
channels as spectrally far as possible from each other. For
example, if L ¼ ½1; 6; 11 and two channels are to be se-
lected ðjSij ¼ 2Þ, the heuristic selects channels 1 and 11. Or
if L ¼ ½5; 6; 7, the heuristic selects channels 5 and 7.
At the end of the channel allotment, as the final step of
the SE-Phase, the channels in L are distributed to the colour
classes in SA ¼ SR [ Si using GcðSA;EÞ with the heuristic
given in Algorithm A.11 (see Online Resource 1). For
traversing Gc, vertex weights, WV , are calculated. The
weight of a vertex is the sum of the incident edge weights.
A vertex with a higher weight implies a colour class (a set
of subgraphs) that puts/receives higher levels of interfer-
ence on/from the other colour classes that are incident to it
in Gc than a vertex with a lower weight. Hence, vertices
with higher weights are given priority over vertices with
lower weights during traversal. Breadth-first traversal of
the graph starts with the heaviest vertex (see Algo-
rithm A.12 in Online Resource 1). Next, the incident ver-
tices of the currently visited vertex are visited. As each
vertex is visited, the channel minimizing the total inter-
ference between the previously visited vertices and the
current vertex is assigned to the vertex (see Algo-
rithm A.11). This minimum-interference-channel is se-








where c is a channel in L;MV is the dictionary that holds
the colour class-channel mappings and WE is the edge
weights of Gc. MV ½w ¼ 1 indicates that w has not been
visited yet. This scheme ensures that heavily interfering
subgraphs are given priority for channel assignment and
are assigned channels as spectrally far as possible from
each other.
4.4 Conflict elimination phase
After the SE-Phase completes, manager nodes will have
determined candidate channels for the radios they are re-
sponsible for. However, radios connected with a path in
ðN;FÞ may have been assigned different channels if the
nodes responsible for assigning channels are neighbors of
greater than k hops in ðN;FÞ, and if those nodes have selected
conflicting channels for the radios. If these radios are actually
assigned different channels, then the physical links that
Algorithm 4 Channel Allotment Algorithm Running on ni
Input: Si, set of sets of radios ni is responsible for selecting channels
Input: SR, set of colour classes of remotely managed radios
Input: MI , dictionary of manager node ids for the colour classes in Si and SR
Input: MC , dictionary that holds the number of channels a k-hop neighbor is expected to select
Output: LS, list of |Si| channels selected, one for each of the sets of radios in Si
1: procedure DoChAllotment(Si, SR, MI , MC)
2: SA ← SR ∪ Si
3: Gc(SA, E), WE ← FindWeightedConflictGraph(SA)
4: L ← ChList(|SA|)
5: MC [i] ← |Si|
6: ML ← ChSelection(L, MC , −1, |Si|)
7: ChDist(Si, Gc(SA, E), WE , MI , ML)
8: end procedure
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should exist between themwill break.We call this situation a
conflict, and the goal of this CE-Phase is twofold:
1. Eliminating any conflicts that may have arisen in the
SE-Phase.
2. Announcing the selected channels to the other neigh-
bors that have delegated this task to the manager
nodes.
During the CE-Phase, the selected channel information will
be negotiated and any conflicts will be resolved. Algo-
rithm 5 outlines the CE-Phase, and it tries to determine the
channel selected by the node with the largest number of
subgraphs in its k-neighborhood and is the most heavily
loaded node with the smallest node id. Layer 3 or layer 2
addresses can be employed as the node ids and we assume
that the employed ids are unique throughout the network.
A node starts the CE-Phase by announcing the channel
selections of the radios for which it is a manager by
sending unicast CS (Channel Selection Announcement)
messages. A CS message contains the selected wireless
channel, the subgraph count ðjWjÞ of the origin node, the
magnitude of the total inbound/outbound traffic on the
origin node ðXÞ and the node’s unique id (see Algo-
rithm A.13). If the node is a manager for one of its own
radios, then it sends the associated CS message to all one-
hop neighbors of that radio on the radio’s subgraph. If the
node is a manager of a remote radio that is not connected to
any of the node’s own radios in the node’s k-neighborhood,
then the node sends the associated CS message in a multi-
hop manner to the owner of the remote radio.
As the node receives a CS announcement, it determines
the manager of the associated radio by selecting the node
among the announcers with the highest subgraph count and
the highest traffic but with the smallest id (see Algo-
rithm A.14). If a new CS announcement changes the pre-
viously selected manager for a radio, then the node
receiving the announcement announces the new selection
to all one-hop neighbors on that radio’s subgraph. Other-
wise, the receiver of the announcement makes no new
announcements.
5 Validation and evaluation
To validate our distributed scheme and evaluate its perfor-
mance, we simulate it in a custom environment based on the
CSIM for Java [1] simulation engine, which is a library for
developing discrete-event simulations.We develop a packet-
based simulator that can truly simulate our distributed
scheme using message exchanges among nodes simulating
our multi-radio routers. Next, we first describe how we
validate our scheme using small topologies, for which it is
easy to compute the optimal configurations. Then we intro-
duce the metrics to evaluate our scheme. Finally, we present
our simulation results to assess the scheme’s performance.
5.1 Validation using small networks
We ran simulations on five small networks (Fig. 4) to
validate the correctness of the proposed scheme. In Fig. 4,
circles represent two-radio nodes and arrows represent
flows of equal magnitude between these nodes. The chan-
nels configured by the distributed scheme at the end of
simulations are indicated atop the flow arrows. In each
Algorithm 5 Conflict Elimination Phase on ni
Input: Si, the set of sets of radios ni is responsible for selecting channels
Input: πi, candidate channel configurations for the radios in Si
Input: MR, the dictionary of remotely managed radios channels
Input: MD , the dictionary that holds the master radio of a remotely managed slave radio
1: Πk ← ∅, ∀k ∈ [1, D] Πk is the set of channel selection announcements, |Ψj |, Xj , j, k , πkj ,
received for radio (i, k). |Ψj | is the number of subgraphs in the k-hop neighborhood of nj . Xj
is the magnitude of the total inbound/outbound traffic on nj
2: MP [(i, k)] ← ∅, ∀k ∈ [1, D] Initially empty proxy tables
3: AnnounceSelections(Si , MD , π, Π, C)
4: while true do
5: Receive CS message |Ψj |, Xj , j, k , πkj or DR message (j, k ) for (i, k)
6: if DR message received then
7: MP [(i, k)] ← MP [(i, k)] ∪ {(j, k )}
8: for all (z, l) ∈ MP [(i, k)] do Announce to delegated radios
9: Send CS message, Ψmaxk , Xmaxk , Nmink , Dmink , Ck , to (z, l)
10: end for
11: else then CS message received
12: HandleCSAnnouncement(Π, MP )
13: end if
14: end while
15: for k = 1 to D do
16: πki ← Ck
17: end for
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scenario, the interference range is equal to the transmission
range. The simulation parameters used for these networks
are given in Table 2. As evident from Fig. 4, the proposed
scheme is able to find optimal channel configurations for
these networks.
5.2 Evaluation metrics
In this section we describe in detail the metrics used in
evaluating, through simulations, the effectiveness and
performance of the proposed distributed scheme. As de-
tailed in Sect. 5.3, these metrics are computed for random
and single-channel assignment schemes (configurations), as
well as for the proposed algorithm configurations, to assess
the performance of the proposed scheme in mitigating in-
terference and in increasing residual capacity. The first of
the proposed metrics, average protocol interference, is also
used to determine whether a given flow-radio coupling and
channel configuration is feasible, as explained in Sect. 5.3.
5.2.1 Average protocol interference metric
The average protocol interference metric, Iap, uses the
concept of the I-factor [15], assuming a constant trans-
mission power for each transmitter radio. This metric can
use any I-factor model [13, 15, 28], Iðx; yÞ, where Iðx; yÞ is
the normalized amount of interference signal power a
transmitter operating on channel x puts on a receiver op-
erating on channel y. In this metric, we do not take the
effects of slow-fading [23] into account and assume that a
constant fraction of the transmission power leaks on ad-
jacent channels (defined by the I-factor model in use)
throughout the interference range of a transmitter radio (we
are concerned about protocol interference). Outside the
interference range of the transmitter, the interference
power becomes 0 (i.e., no interference). Iap is calculated as
follows for a given network ðN;FÞ, where N is the set of
multi-radio nodes and F is the set of (one-hop) flows:
Ffi;j;k;l;x ¼
fi0;j0;k0;l0;y : fi0;j0;k0;l0;y 2 F ^

























if ððj; lÞ; xÞ







In (3), Ffi;j;k;l;x is the set of flows whose transmitters interfere
with the receiver ðj; lÞ of the flow fi;j;k;l;x. The definition of
Ffi;j;k;l;x implies full-duplex operation of the radios. Typical
interference scenarios captured by Ffi;j;k;l;x are depicted in
Fig. 5(a), where the target flow in the figure corresponds to
fi;j;k;l;x. The if ððj; lÞ; xÞ value is the total protocol interfer-
ence on ðj; lÞ, which operates on channel x. The metric, Iap,
quantifies the average protocol interference on the receiver
radios in the network.
(a) (b) (c) (d)
(e)
Fig. 4 Verification of the distributed scheme on small networks of two-radio nodes where dI ¼ dT . a 3 Nodes 2 Flows linear. b 3 Nodes 3 Flows
circular. c 4 Nodes 4 Flows circular. d 4 Nodes 4 Flows multi-flow. e 7 Nodes 6 Flows linear




dD 1 dT for 4(a)–(d)
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5.2.2 Average physical interference metric
The average physical interference metric, Iaph, is similar to
Iap but takes slow-fading into account while calculating the
interference on a receiver from an interferer. More pre-
cisely, Iaph is given by:




fi0 ;j0 ;k0 ;l0 ;y2Ffi;j;k;l;x
Iðx; yÞ




if ððj; lÞ; xÞ







where the definition of Ffi;j;k;l;x is given in (3).
5.2.3 Average weighted protocol interference metric
This metric aims to quantify the average of the flow-
magnitude weighted protocol interference over all receiver
radios in the network. The I-factor is again used to quantify
the amount of interference between wireless channels. The
average weighted protocol interference, Iawp, for a given
network ðN;FÞ is defined as follows:
Hfi;j;k;l;x ¼
fi0;j0;k0;l0;y : fi0;j0;k0;l0;y 2 F ^








































In (5), dI is a transmitter’s interference range. Hfi;j;k;l;x is the
set of flows whose transmitters interfere with the receiver
ðj; lÞ of the flow fi;j;k;l;x. iwððj; lÞ; xÞ is the total weighted
protocol interference on ðj; lÞ, which operates on channel x.
To calculate iwððj; lÞ; xÞ, we consider the following rules:
• A transmission from ði; kÞ does not interfere with the
receivers of other transmissions of ði; kÞ.
• The transmissions from ðj; lÞ does not interfere with the
receptions on ðj; lÞ.
These rules correspond to the half-duplex operation of the
radios in the network. Typical interference scenarios cap-
tured by Hfi;j;k;l;x are depicted in Fig. 5(b), where the target
flow in the figure corresponds to fi;j;k;l;x. Iawp also takes into
account that a high traffic flow will have greater interfer-
ence on a given receiver than a lower traffic flow on the
same channel as itself. To capture this fact within Iawp, the
interference from the transmitter of a given flow on a given
receiver is weighted with the normalized flow time. The
maximum interference that can be put by an interferer on a
receiver is 1, which will be the case if the interferer is
operating on the same channel as the receiver under con-
sideration and transmitting a total traffic of qmax bps, fully
utilizing its capacity, which implies that the interferer re-
ceives no data itself.
5.2.4 Receiver binary capacity model and average
residual capacity metric
In this section, we describe an average residual capacity
metric for the receiver radios in the network that is closely
related to the total amount of interference in the network.
As the interference on a receiver increases, the residual
capacity on that receiver decreases. Hence, a good scheme
that performs intelligent channel planning in a WMN
should utilize radios and increase their residual capacities.
To define the average residual capacity metric, Rbc, for a
given flow-radio coupling and channel configuration, we
first define our binary capacity model, BC, for a given
receiver ðj; lÞ operating on channel x as follows:
(a) (b)
Fig. 5 Typical interference
scenarios in the contexts of the
evaluation metrics. a Typical
interference scenarios in the
context of Iap. b Typical
interference scenarios in the
contexts of Iawp and Rbc
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In (6), Hfi;j;k;l;x is the set of interferer flows of fi;j;k;l;x, as given
in (5). The total protocol interference on ðj; lÞ, operating on
channel x, is given as ihððj; lÞ; xÞ. The binary capacity
model assumes that if the total protocol interference on a
receiver is above a specified threshold, Ithres, then the ca-
pacity of that receiver is 0 and no reception is possible.
When Ithres ¼ 1, an interferer operating on the same wire-
less channel as a receiver will make it impossible for that
receiver to receive and correctly decode any data.
Having defined the binary capacity model, the average









































In (7), Dðj;lÞ;x denotes the residual binary capacity of the
receiver ðj; lÞ, which is on channel x. Rbc is the average of
the residual capacities of the receiver radios with non-
negative residual capacities.
5.3 Simulation experiments
We run extensive simulation experiments to evaluate the
flow-radio and channel assignment configurations that our
DFRCA scheme produces. The configurations produced by
DFRCA are compared against two other types of con-
figurations. Hence we compare three different types of
configurations which are explained as follows:
1. Single-channel configuration All transmitter and re-
ceiver radios operate on the same channel and all flows
entering and exiting a node are coupled onto the same
radio of that node as long as the total magnitude of these
flows is less than or equal to the maximum data rate of
the radio. Each radio in the network is utilized at less
than or equal to 1; if the totalmagnitude of a node’s flows
exceeds the maximum data rate, then the node’s radios
are maximally utilized in order, starting from radio 0.
2. Random configuration The following steps generate a
random flow-radio coupling and channel configuration
for a given network:
(a) Flows arriving at and departing from a node are
coupled with the radios of the node in random
with uniform distribution, taking care not to
violate the feasibility constraint mentioned
above (the total traffic bound on a radio should
be less than or equal to the fastest data rate
available).
(b) Each link carrying traffic is assigned a random
channel; however, links with common end
points (radios) are assigned the same randomly
selected channel.
3. DFRCA configuration This is a flow-radio coupling
and channel configuration arrived at the end of the
simulation process of our proposed DFRCA scheme.
A network topology is determined by the graph ðN;FÞ and
the set of the positions of the nodes, P. The nodes are
placed on a rectangular grid and shortest-path multi-hop
flows are generated between randomly selected source and
destination node pairs.
Unless otherwise stated, for each simulation parameter
set, 50 random network topologies are generated. Hence in
the following figures, each data point represents the average
over 50 randomly generated topologies. For the random as-
signment scheme, unless otherwise stated, for each of the 50
random network topologies, 100 random flow-radio cou-
pling and channel configurations are generated, and the av-
erage metrics over these 100 configurations are calculated.
This implies that each data point for a random configuration
is the average of 5000 random configurations.
In Fig. 6, we observe the effects of the delegation range
ðdDÞ on DFRCA’s performance for a chain topology of 10
nodes. Delegation range ðdDÞ is a tunable parameter of
DFRCA. When dD is extended up to four or more times the
transmission range ðdTÞ, DFRCA yields an optimum so-
lution. For smaller chains, DFRCA is able to find optimum
solutions with smaller dD. In backbone WMNs [3], where
the traffic is routed towards a gateway node, a routing tree
rooted at the gateway node is formed and such longer
isolated chains are more common. However, if intra-mesh
traffic does not concentrate on a special node as with
backbone WMNs, a smaller dD will suffice.
Figure 7 compares DFRCA against single-channel and
random configuration schemes and shows how the metrics
change as the network size increases when the number of
available wireless channels ðMÞ is 22. Relevant simulation
parameters can be found in the second column of Table 3.
For all four metrics, the single-channel configuration
scheme has the worst performance and DFRCA has the




















































































































































Avg. of 100 Random Config.
Single Ch. Config.
(d)
Fig. 7 Effects of the network
size ðjNjÞ on a Iap; b Iaph; c Iawp,
and dRbc
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best performance. For Iap, DFRCA achieves up to 246%
improvement with respect to the random configuration
scheme and up to 298% improvement with respect to the
single-channel configuration scheme, both for 16 nodes.
For Iawp, the improvements are more pronounced: up to
819% with respect to the random configuration and more
than 10 times with respect to the single-channel con-
figuration, again both for 16 nodes. For the Rbc metric,
DFRCA achieves up to 233% improvement for 16 nodes
with respect to the random configuration and up to 867%
improvement for 100 nodes with respect to the single-
channel configuration. Figure 7 shows that, interestingly,
the performance of the random configuration in terms of
Iaph closely follows the performance of the single-channel
configuration. The improvement achieved by DFRCA in
terms of Iaph is 153% for 16 nodes and 145% for 100
nodes with respect to the single-channel configuration.
Figure 8 shows the averages of Iap in relation to the in-
creasing number of available wireless channels ðMÞ over 50
topologies for node counts of 16; 36; 64 and 100. The third
column of Table 3 lists the relevant simulation parameters.
The single-channel configuration scheme can make no use of
the increasing number of wireless channels, whereas the
random configuration scheme’s performance increases as the
number of available channels increases because it has more
channels to select from. However, DFRCA can utilize an in-
creasing number of wireless channels better than the random
configuration even for large numbers of nodes and flows. It is
important to note that the randomconfiguration yieldsmore or
less the same performance as the single-channel configuration
for 100 nodes in terms of Iap when the number of available
channels is 11 (as with IEEE 802.11 in the FCC domain).
Figure 9 reveals that the random configuration scheme
performs worse than the single-channel configuration
Table 3 Simulation parameters
for Figs. 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13,
14 and 15
Name Figure 7 Figures 8, 9, 10 and 11 Figures 12, 13, 14 and 15
Nd 2 2 2
dI 1 dT 1 dT 1 dT
dD 1 dT 1 dT 1 dT
D 2 2 2
M 22 11–55 22







































































Avg. of 100 Random Config.
Single Ch. Config.
(d)
Fig. 8 Effects of the number of
available wireless channels ðMÞ
on Iap for different network
sizes. a jNj ¼ 16, b jNj ¼ 36, c
jNj ¼ 64, d jNj ¼ 100
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scheme in terms of Iaph when the number of available
channels is 11. This result occurs because Iaph assumes full-
duplex operation of the radios. The random configuration
scheme can, to some extent, decouple flows better than the
single-channel configuration scheme where all the radios in







































































Avg. of 100 Random Config.
Single Ch. Config.
(d)
Fig. 9 Effects of the number of
available wireless channels ðMÞ
on Iaph for different network
sizes. a jNj ¼ 16, b jNj ¼ 36,










































































Avg. of 100 Random Config.
Single Ch. Config.
(d)
Fig. 10 Effects of the number
of available wireless channels
ðMÞ on Iawp for different
network sizes. a jNj ¼ 16, b
jNj ¼ 36, c jNj ¼ 64, d
jNj ¼ 100
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random configuration fails to operate those decoupled
flows sufficiently spectrally away from each other for
M ¼ 11; 22. The single-channel configuration can yield
less interference compared to the random configuration by
coupling flows on the same radios. Our DFRCA, on the
other hand, effectively decouples flows, operates them
spectrally away from each other and can spatially reuse the
channels, allowing improvements of at least 132% for
M ¼ 11 and at least 145% for M ¼ 55 (both for 64 nodes)
with respect to the random configuration. The improve-
ments with DFRCA in terms of Iaph with respect to the
single-channel configuration are at least 127% for M ¼ 11
for 64 nodes and at least 153% for M ¼ 55 for 100 nodes.
In Fig. 10, we observe the effects of the increasing
number of wireless channels on Iawp. The improvements
gained with the distributed scheme are even more pro-
nounced for the flow-magnitude weighted metric in all four
cases because DFRCA is flow-aware.
Figure 11 reveals that the proposed scheme can actually
increase the average residual capacity in the network as the
number of available channels increases. The random con-
figuration can also increase the residual capacities, but in
all four cases, DFRCA makes more intelligent use of the
increase in the number of channels despite the fact that the
number of available radios per node is kept constant. With
11 channels, there are at most three non-overlapping
channels; with 22 channels there are five non-overlapping
channels (channels 1; 6; 11; 16 and 21) and with 33
channels there are seven non-overlapping channels. In all
four cases, DFRCA can increase the performance for up to
seven non-overlapping channels.
Next, we turn our attention to the relationships between
the non-overlapping channel separation ðODÞ and
Iap; Iaph; Iawp and Rbc. OD is the minimum channel separa-
tion needed to consider two wireless channels as non-
overlapping (orthogonal). For IEEE 802.11b/g, when two
channels are separated by at least five channels, they are
considered to be non-overlapping [2], thus, channels 1; 6
and 11 of IEEE 802.11b/g are non-overlapping. In Figs. 12,
13, 14 and 15, we observe the effects of increasing OD on
Iap; Iaph; Iawp and Rbc, respectively, for a wireless tech-
nology that has 22 channels. When OD is 1, all 22 channels
are non-overlapping with respect to one another. When OD
is 9, there exist at most three non-overlapping channels
amongst the 22 channels of the wireless technology: 1; 10
and 19. The simulation parameters used in these sets are
given in the fourth column of Table 3.
As Fig. 12 reveals, Iap increases for the random con-
figuration scheme and DFRCA as OD increases. Because
the single-channel configuration uses only one channel, its
performance is not affected by OD. For 16 nodes and 16
flows in the network, the improvement gained by DFRCA
with respect to the random configuration is 2:25 when
OD ¼ 1, and 2:09 when OD ¼ 9. However, when there are
100 nodes and 100 flows in the network, the improvement












































































Avg. of 100 Random Config.
Single Ch. Config.
(d)
Fig. 11 Effects of the number
of available wireless channels
ðMÞ on Rbc for different
network sizes. a jNj ¼ 16, b
jNj ¼ 36, c jNj ¼ 64, d
jNj ¼ 100
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is 2:01 for OD ¼ 1 and 1:6 for OD ¼ 9. Hence, as the
network grows in terms of node count and flow count, the
number of available orthogonal channels becomes more
important for DFRCA because it intelligently utilizes these
orthogonal channels to reduce interference. This phe-
nomenon can also be observed for Iaph and Iawp in Figs. 13
and 14, respectively. Iaph increases faster for OD [ 5 at






































































Avg. of 100 Random Config.
Single Ch. Config.
(d)
Fig. 12 Effects of the non-
overlapping channel separation
ðODÞ on Iap for different
network sizes for M ¼ 22. a
jNj ¼ 16, b jNj ¼ 36, c










































































Avg. of 100 Random Config.
Single Ch. Config.
(d)
Fig. 13 Effects of the non-
overlapping channel separation
ðODÞ on Iaph for different
network sizes when M ¼ 22. a
jNj ¼ 16, b jNj ¼ 36, c
jNj ¼ 64, d jNj ¼ 100
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Similarly, Iawp increases faster for OD [ 5 at jNj ¼ 64 and
jNj ¼ 100 [see Fig. 14(c), (d), respectively] than at jNj ¼
16 or jNj ¼ 36.
The observations made in Figs. 12, 13 and 14 are ver-
ified in terms of the residual capacities in Fig. 15. In all





































































Avg. of 100 Random Config.
Single Ch. Config.
(d)
Fig. 14 Effects of the non-
overlapping channel separation
ðODÞ on Iawp for different
network sizes when M ¼ 22. a
jNj ¼ 16, b jNj ¼ 36, c










































































Avg. of 100 Random Config.
Single Ch. Config.
(d)
Fig. 15 Effects of the non-
overlapping channel separation
ðODÞ on Rbc for different
network sizes when M ¼ 22. a
jNj ¼ 16, b jNj ¼ 36, c
jNj ¼ 64, d jNj ¼ 100
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for the random configuration scheme. However, Rbc de-
creases exponentially as OD increases at jNj ¼ 36; jNj ¼
64 and jNj ¼ 100 with DFRCA (Fig. 15(b)–(d),
respectively).
6 Conclusions and discussion
Flow-radio coupling in multi-radio WMNs has a prominent
impact on channel assignment because of the physical
constraints of the radios. Jointly addressing the flow-radio
assignment and channel assignment problems therefore has
the potential to increase WMN capacity by mitigating in-
ter-flow and multi-hop intra-flow interference.
The DFRCA protocol we propose effectively addresses
these two problems in a joint manner. As the simulation
results show, our DFRCA increases the residual capacities
of the receivers and mitigates interference significantly in
the contexts of half-duplex as well as full-duplex radio
technologies. We evaluate DFRCA performance using
different radio and interference models and with solid
metrics assessing various aspects of the WMN. Our
DFRCA achieves up to eight times improvement in terms
of the average traffic-weighted protocol interference with
respect to the random configuration scheme and up to 10
times improvement with respect to the single-channel
configuration sceheme. When the average residual ca-
pacities of the receivers are considered, our DFRCA
achieves over twofold improvement with respect to the
random configuration and over eightfold improvement with
respect to the single-channel configuration.
The proposed DFRCA can significantly enhance the
utilization of the radio resources, such as the available
spectrum and radios. Using the novel concept of disjoint
subgraphs of radios, the DFRCA effectively decouples
flows and operates them as spectrally far as possible from
each other. This DFRCA also spatially reuses channels by
grouping non-interfering subgraphs in colour classes and
assigning channels to these colour classes.
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